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Karel Rasin from www.exopolitics.cz
Interview with Lester Maverick, a close friend of Oscar Magocsi

Date: Sun, 13 Nov 2011
Hello Karel,
1. Can you say in brief anything about you? Since when you deal
with UFOs?
Answer: I can say that I deal with UFOS since July 21,1981 when I was
physically picked up & taken on board a large spacecraft which was
above Toronto & which was invisible because it was cloaked. It was a
spaceship belonging to the Interdimensional Federation Of Free Worlds
& crewed mostly by the Psycheans.
2. You said that you and Oscar have shared, except UFO, the same
metaphysic interests. What kind of your interests have you shared?
Ans: We were both interested in psychic development such as telepathy,learning to how to see
auras, attending "channeling" sessions going to lectures about crystals, attending lectures about ufos
or about other ufo contactees such as George Van Tassel, George Adamski, Orfeo Angelucci,
Omnec Onec, Betherum Truman, Reinhold Schmidt, Billy Meier, George Hunt Williamson,
Elizabeth Klarer, Howard Menger, Aurora Light, Michael El Legion.
3. How was Oscar as a man?
Oscar was a very sociable man & charming with the ladies & consequently was highly popular with
most ladies. Oscar had strong political views & he hated with a passion Soviet authorities. He also
very strongly disliked so called "peacenicks" Eventually Oscar was actually scolded by a great
extraterrestrial master of light who came to Oscar's residence, for his excessive right wing views &
told to be more loving & to ask certain specific friends what is "love" which he did...
4. You described the event when Oscar and other people aboard the flying saucer in
Afghanistan were dropping emergency supply due to natural disaster in 2002.
a) What kind of supply they dropped?
b) Was their flying saucer involved in humanitarian aid?
c) Where they (extraterrestrials) got the supply? On Earth? If so, they had to cooperate with
humans?!
d) Have army or Afghanistan government known about it?
a. Yes supplies were food, clean water,camping stoves,first aid kits,blankets, tents, tarpoulins,
ponchos,flaslights or lamps, radio or two for a larger group, spare batteries, satellite telephone for
communication with Afghan authorites & with the outside world.
b. Certainly that flying saucer that Oscar was on, was certainly involved in humanitarian aid.. The
Psycheans certainly help like that during times of disaster BUT usually try to do that in a covert
manner.
c. These ETs (the Psycheans ) whom from now on I will be calling Space Brothers got mostly on
Earth & some supplies were manufactured on large mother spaceships which are miles in size;
sometimes many miles in size where you could fit a whole city into... So the Psycheans either
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manufactured them on board those large mother space ships which can fit the whole city of Prague
into it or likewise fit all of Toronto into it...
d. It is possible members of Afghan army witnessed these flying saucers dropping the supplies if the
soldiers happened to be somewhat in the vicinity of the drop sites & so eventually the Afghan
government must have been informed that there were some some flying saucers that were dropping
emergency supplies in the most stricken areas of Afghanistan. That was especially in areas where
the usual governmental disaster aid could not arrive for many days or even a few weeks because the
roads were so severely damaged & blocked by debris that they were impassable & if those locations
were very high in the mountains then even helicopters could not reach those disaster areas.
5. Have been the Psycheans in any official or unofficial contact with any government?
From what I understand there has been unofficial understandings made with some governments like
for instance with the Canadian government which is probably aware that there are flying saucers
coming out of the great lakes so frequently that it became logical to conclude that there must be ufo
bases under the water in the great lakes in Canada. From what I heard there are also some
UNOFFICIAL contacts with the American government. & most probably likewise with with other
major countries in the world such as Russia, China, India, England.
6. You said that their flying saucer has been attacked by an enemy alien flying saucer on
Earth.
a) Do you know which forces have it been? I mean human form? Kind of race? Origin?
This was an evil flying saucer belonging to the evil federation called " The Imperial Alliance of
Righteous Worlds "
Maybe 50% of them were human, especially so called M.I.B.S. & the rest were not human but
reptilian & maybe other non human races.
b) And why they have attacked Oscar´s ship on doing humanitarian aid? This is not the enemy act!
Of course it's an enemy act but the evil aliens attack because they are the enemy of the benevolent
Space Brothers here on Earth.!
7. Have you personally met with any of Oscar´s extraterrestrials?
I met some of them like Quetzalcoatl now known as by his original space name as Quentin. Some
others I met in my astral travels out of the body on board space ships etc.
8. I know that planet Argona is in the system „Omm-Onn“. Can you specify this location?
Star system? Distance?
I am unable to specify that location because planet Argona is in another dimension about which I
know very little.
9. Have you seen Astrella? Can you describe her?
No, I have never seen Astrella & as far as description well I can put you in touch with via
telephonic conversation with the gentleman in white (Arno) who had the privilige of having Astrella
as a girlfriend. THAT IS IF YOU EVER GET SKYPE INSTALLED ON YOUR COMPUTER!
a) Has Astrella been Psychean too?
Answer: Yes Astrella was a Psychean too.
b) Has she contacted the gentleman in white?
Ans. Yes she contacted Arno, the gentleman in white.
c) Who was the gentleman in white? A contactee?
Ans. The gentleman in white, whose name is Arno, strictly speaking is not a contactee, because he
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ET, namely Astrella.
d) What has been her mission?
Ans. Astrella's mission was to help out with ground operations of the Psycheans & their allies like
the Pleadians & others from the the INTERDIMENSIONAL FEDERATION OF FREE WORLDS.
10. Do you know the Psycheans motivations they had, when they have contacted earthlings?
Ans: Usually to help these contacted earthlings with their spiritual development.
a) Do you know their mission?
Ans: To try to prevent a World War 3 using atomic weapons. To offer rescuing in case of extreme
disasters worldwide or even localized extreme disasters...
KAREL, YOU MUST READ OSCAR'S BOOK " MY SPACE ODYSSEY IN UFOs" & perhaps
two other books by Oscar ! When are you going to read them ?
I will answer the remaining questions in a few days.
2nd part follows:
Date: Sun, 20 Nov 2011
Hi Karel,
Here are the answers to the remaining questions from question #11 to question 19 :
11. Do you know if Psycheans mission on Earth is still continuing or has been stopped after
Oscar´s death?
Answer: The Psychean Mission on Earth is definitely still continuing.
a) Is there any follower instead of him?
Ans. I do not quite understand what you mean by "follower" so I will use my intuitive ability. I
think that you want to inquire if there is another person similar to Oscar who is replacing Oscar.
Well, I was not informed, so I don't know.
12. Do you remember anything what has not been written in Oscar´s books?
Sure, I remember a few things... Here is one short vignette: Oscar had the privilege of having a
romance with an extraterrestrial girl by name of Melody on planet Argona. Melody came to the
hotel on an extraterrestrial planet which is called Argona & knocked on Oscar's hotel room door.
Well Oscar was delighted to see Melody & of course invited her right in. Well they talked a little bit
until Melody started acting in a very charming feminine way. I was told that Oscar & Melody had
an extremely passionate sexual romance. So Oscar had the privilege of having sex with an
extraterrestrial girl on an extraterrestrial planet...! How intriguing...
13. Do you know more about „Imperial Aliance of Righteous Worlds?“
Ans. Yes, I know a little more. In our cosmic sector, the home base of this Imperial Alliance of
Righteous Worlds & for the evil empire they rule is in Ursa Major with Draconis being used as the
principal operation centre. In our solar system they use Pluto as a way station. Also they have a base
on our moon on the dark side of the moon which serves as as an Earth access base. On Earth they
had a base in Antarctica which was destroyed by Buzz Andrews on October 25, 1976. After this
maybe they built another base in Antarctica but I do not know anything about this possibility. I do
know that the Imperial Alliance has allies in Antarctica & they are the Nazis from Adolf Hitler's
Germany in Antarctica which is a base mostly underground called "New Berlin" around the area of
South Ocean in Antarctica.
Keep in mind that this alliance is evil & I definitely do not recommend that any ufo researchers try
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is leaning towards the evil side....
a) Are they all extraterrestrial?
Ans. Yes, they are all extrasterrestrial.
b) Are they based on Earth? If so, where?
Ans. They were based around & inside Mount Erebus until October 25,1976 when their base was
destroyed by Buzz Andrews. I do not know if they built another base in Antarctica.
c) What is their motivations?
Ans. Their motivation is to spread evil & form alliances on Earth with evil people in order to make
Earth an evil planet which would join that cosmic evil alliance called the Imperial Alliance of Free
Worlds...
d) Where are they come from?
Ans. In our cosmic sector they come from Ursa Major with planet Draconis being their principal
operation centre.
e) Have they any allies between terrestrials ?
Ans. Yes, they definitely have their allies on Earth or rather as their Earthling servants such as the
Illuminati, the Masons, the Bilderbergers etc.
14. Do you know anything about Swiss contactee Billy Meier? Or did Oscar know about him?
His contacts began at the same years, at the beginning of 70´s.
Ans. I know a lot Billy Meier, the Swiss ufo contactee. I think that he's becoming a renegade ufo
contactee because he states that he's the only contactee on the planet & that all other contactees are
hoaxers, liars, fakers etc.. Oscar definitely knew about Billy Meier...
15. Do you know more about „Interdimensional Federation of Free Worlds?“
a) Who is their member?
Ans. There is a variety of worlds belonging to the Interdimensional Federation of Free Worlds. For
details please refer to Oscar's two books, namely; ODYSSEY IN UFOs; THE BUZZ ANDREWS
STORY & ODYSSEY IN UFOs: ABOUT MY SPACE FRIENDS.
b) Have they any allies?
Ans. Yes they have allies; the ETHERIANS are their allies for instance & 2. Pleadians 3. Venusians
4. Arcturians
5. Star Nations from Sirius....
c) Have they any official/unofficial contact with any terrestrial government?
Ans. From what I understand there has been unofficial understandings made with some
governments like for instance with the Canadian government which is probably aware that there are
flying saucers coming out of the great lakes so frequently that it became logical to conclude that
there must be ufo bases under the water in the great lakes in Canada. From what I heard there are
also some UNOFFICIAL contacts with the American government. & most probably likewise with
with other major countries in the world such as Russia, China, India, England.
d) Where is their base?
Ans. They have multiple bases around the world. Some bases are under water in Canada in the great
lakes.
16. Do you know if any of so called „hard proof“ has been given to Oscar by Psycheans?
Ans. No, none whatsoever.
a) Do you know if Psycheans allowed him to take a photograph of their ship?
Ans. No, no photographs were allowed.....
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Ans. In a slight way only. For instance I was asked to mail items to certain people.
a) Did you help him to write his books?
Ans. No. However, I was asked to assist in coming up with a title for one of the books, namely;
ODYSSEY IN UFOs: THE BUZZ ANDREWS STORY.
18. What has Oscar done between the decade 1990 – 2000?
Ans. I believe Oscar retired in 1991 from his job at the CANADIAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION where he worked as a camera operator & after Oscar's retirement Oscar was going on
various special missions for the Psycheans & the Pleadians plus for other benevolent ETs visiting
planet Earth.....
19. Have Oscar´s extraterrestrials commented anyhow the year 2012?
Ans. I never heard from Oscar if the Psycheans ever commented to him about 2012 but one of their
chiefs known in our history as Quetzalcoatl & now going by his original space name of QUENTIN
did answer my question whether anything disastrous will happen on December 21,2012. Quentin's
answer was that December 21,2012 is going to be an ordinary day, just like any other normal day.....
*******

